SWAN Clarity Task Force
Notes
April 3, 2019, 9:30 a.m. – Noon
Introductions
Based on the group introductions, we drew the group composition from advisory groups and
participation in user groups.
Task Force Membership:
1. Kerry Halter, Technical Services Manager, Batavia Public Library District
khalter@batvaiapubliclibrary.org
2. Kristina Howard, Adult Reference Manager, Tinley Park Public Library
khoward@tplibrary.org
3. Michelle Kurczak, Head of Youth and Young Adult Services, Messenger Public Library of North
Aurora, MKurczak@messengerpl.org
4. Cindy Maiello Gluecklich, Director, Melrose Park Public Library
maielloc@mpplibrary.org
5. Amy Prechel, Head of Access Services, Downers Grove Public Library
aprechel@dglibrary.org
6. Angela Romano, Fiction and Reference Librarian, Oak Lawn Public Library
aromano@olpl.org
7. Ahren Sievers, Reference Technology Librarian, Elmwood Park Public Library
asievers@elmwoodparklibrary.org
8. Colleen White, Cataloging Librarian, Oak Park Public Library
cwhite@oppl.org
SWAN Staff:
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Dawne Tortorella, Assistant Director, Chair
Aaron Skog, Executive Director
Scott Brandwein, Bibliographic Services Manager
Steven Schlewitt, Information Technology and Support Services Manager
Tara Wood, UX Manager (absent)

Review Task Force Charge
Dawne lead the group through the written charge. What the consortium is trying to do is to research the
current problems. As we surface these problems, down the road we will be reviewing the SD roadmap
as solutions are planned.
Strategic Plan Review – Role of Task Force in Process
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Aaron reviewed the entire plan, with the focus on Objective 1.
Cindy agreed that the problems are coming from multiple areas and will require group input. She
anticipates this will be a lively group!

Identifying Issues – Surfacing the Shared Diagnosis
Dawne reviewed the single page chart in the packet. These were divided into four areas:
•
•
•
•

Learn & Share
Frame the Issues
Test & Measure
Gather Intelligence/Insight

The group conducted an exercise and answered the following questions. These were shared in the group
and written on notes gathered by SWAN staff.
If you could make one immediate improvement to your library’s operations which rely on SWAN’s library
technology infrastructure, what would that be?
Group discussion identified the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

No interruption of service (e.g. Enterprise instability)
Placing holds in WorkFlows is difficult.
Need a universal PIN in Enterprise for library staff to place holds for patrons, i.e. the prior OPAC
WebPAC had a “no-PIN” access exclusive to library staff.
WorkFlows is cumbersome, so Enterprise search is often preferred, and is best for patron
instruction.
Enterprise Searching – desire for lexile or book level searching – not a common problem, but
really hard to help when asked about this
Enterprise Searching improvement in search results and ranking
WorkFlows item searching (need ability to sort fields) and patron searching (search by partial
name)
Easier procedures: the ILS Acquisitions process increased in complexity for New 19 libraries that
joined SWAN.
Consistency: the preference to allow libraries options should have more emphasis on
consistency. The example is a long list of codes with multiple options. This helps part-time or
clerical staff with cutting back on the myriad of choices.
Consistency with Article Search across libraries.
Gaps in eResources that are not part of the Enterprise catalog searching via eRC
BCA Reports, but there is reluctance to talk about it! BCA requires too much handholding
Collection HQ is being used to get reports that should come out of the ILS.
Creating BCA reports to answer questions on the collection is inefficient. Asking this from SWAN
staff or creating another report just to answer this one-time question is frustrating.
Collection analysis where the local use of the collection is differentiated from the usage of the
collection by other consortia library patrons.
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•
•

BCA data criteria is not clear, seems duplicative.
Automatic updates for WorkFlows client software.

When you run into a problem related to the SWAN consortium, what is your first course of action?
Second? Last resort?
Group shared:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emailing SWAN support, which is very responsive (Colleen)
At some libraries there is a go-to person on the staff who is on a lot of SWAN advisory/user
groups; essentially the point person at the library (Kristina)
Formalized the point-person within the library to send the support ticket (Angela)
There is a triage of diagnosing the issue prior to sending the ticket to SWAN (Amy)
Sending in the ticket is the first choice, rather than troubleshooting locally (Ahren, Ang)
It depends on who they are dealing with at the library, then checking the support site (Cindy)
Checking around in-house first, perhaps with the neighboring libraries (Kerry)
Communication in responding to tickets is not the problem (Kerry)

What would your colleagues at your library answer?
•
•

The cataloging department typically discusses an issue internally first, then bringing this to the
manager, and then bringing it to SWAN (Michelle)
Some of the staff do not understand the problem, or can even say “this is weird” and therefore
report nothing (Angela)

Are there any internal tracking systems at your libraries? Formal, informal?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

IT has something, PR/marketing has something, but nothing pertaining specific to SWAN
software issues (Amy)
Emails are just saved and then searched (Amy)
Was expecting more in the ILS a local login specific to the person to be able to track the issues
within the ILS so that it could be used to diagnose and correct the issue with the staff (Cindy)
Common logins are helpful in other ways—shared settings, experience, which helps instruction
(Kerry)
Staff tend to ask first, and then get input/guidance to send in the SWAN support ticket
(Michelle)
Using the help@swanlibraries.net is often used and is the easiest way to send in a ticket.
Sometimes there is a reluctance to send in an issue (Ahren)
At a larger library, having a point person helps control the flow of information (Angela)
The downside of having only managers handle specific issues, e.g. if there is a circulation
problem, the head of circulation should be contacting SWAN—but if they are on vacation, what
should be done? Who takes over, steps on toes? (Michelle)
Sometimes the issues are not just a department, but a function that does not reside in a
department (Amy)
Sometimes the problem is just not a problem! (Angela)
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•

•

First steps are to look at it very closely, and it might be understood as not a problem, e.g. a
patron was cancelling the hold and the staff kept placing it, and the patron kept cancelling it, so
no problem existed for SWAN to solve (Amy)
Smaller libraries have part-time staff won’t catch the email, and then send in the ticket, when,
they might have been doing it wrong (Cindy)

What are areas of support or problem reporting that is not effective? Areas where it is not successful in
getting a problem solved?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

When the library does not report a problem, and accepting/assuming it is a limitation of the
system. (Ahren)
When the ILS issue begins to bleed into a vendor, such as the configuration that requires a 3rd
party involvement (Ahren)
People are not educated enough to send in the ticket. Most staff do not have an idea of when to
send in the ticket. (Angela)
Cannot figure out something going on, or needs a change to take place because they cannot
resolve it locally (Amy)
Is there a means to send in enhancements to SWAN, and not knowing this shows there is clearly
an issue on needing to escalate more formally within SWAN. Some ticketing systems can turn
this into an enhancement request—Envisionware is a good example of this. (Ahren)
The SD Enhancements forum with voting and polling exist, but who has time to do this? (Amy)
Dealing with SirsiDynix is SWAN’s role, not really a local problem, which can be a good thing for
a consortia member (Ahren)
Even the SirsiDynix Enhancements could be misleading because not understanding how it fits
into SWAN leads to uncertainty in participating in the Enhancements forum (Amy)
Having granular logins and permissions was seen as a benefit prior to the migration to
Symphony. This was likely due to some decision at SWAN to continue with shared logins (Ahren)
The WorkFlows reports removed are missed. (Amy)

List 3 ways you like to collaborate with colleagues.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sit down face to face meetings is #1, particularly with stakeholders at the start of a project to
see how things are going to go—with snacks! (Amy)
Face to face is much preferred as the #1 (Angela)
Working together on a document asynchronously, online using Google Docs, Office365 (Colleen,
Ahren)
Having action items assigned to different people—clear delegation and deliverables (Angela)
Effective meeting management—doing the work at the meeting may not be the best choice
(Michelle)
Do all of the thinking prior to the meeting, and arriving prepared (Amy)
Agendas sent out prior to the meeting, not 30 minutes before (Angela, Michelle)
Having a clear person that is chairing the meeting—a clear hierarchical structure (Angela)
Who is doing the talking and notetaking is understood ahead of time (Amy)
Running a good meeting is an important skill (Michelle)
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•
•

•
•

Having a mission, a goal, and knowing what you want to get out of it (Michelle)
You don’t want to spend 3 hours complaining about something. You can spend time with your
staff prior to the meeting, gathering information. Having a point person, an agenda. It can be
understood who should go to the meeting depending on the topic. (Cindy)
Email and message boards online are good when tracking a thread. (Michelle)
Visual aids as an example of where to place labels, recommended practice. (Amy)

Give a consortium a rating of 1-5 on how the areas of collaboration are? (5 is great)
Face to face: 4, but only if you are going to the meeting!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not knowing what is going on the advisory groups
Public services folks do not care about what technical services/IT is doing unless there is a
problem
The IT and technical services are important
Finding the time to get away (meetings, story time, time budgeting math to decide to go)
Buy-in factor is important to allow staff to attend
Trading off who goes in order to provide coverage back the library

Pre & post meeting information:
Agendas/Pre: 5
•
•
•

SWAN is better, getting these out sooner
Having everything on a single page
Knowing ahead of time

Post meeting: 3
•
•
•
•
•

There are times when some agreement is reached
Knowing what was discussed
Meeting notes are not typically sent out, only posted to the support site, so it requires an
individual’s responsibility to find those, so it varies on how well these notes are shared/read
Having some communication with a link to the notes
Summarizing the points discussed, e.g. what was discussed

Discussion on the libraries that do not participate and not attend any face-to-face.
•
•
•
•
•

Having directors endorse participation is important
Communication within the library is important
Email communication is not always effective—some staff do not even read emails sent by their
managers
There are too many emails! Filtering these is a challenge
Some local library staff meetings have detailed notes, beyond any usefulness. Which brings up
“What should meeting notes look like?” (Angela)

Other means of collaboration identified:
•

Online (asynchronous)
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•
•
•

Clear delegation & deliverables
Email/message board with threading
Visual aids

Order these characteristics of an ideal library system/consortium.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Ease of use/convenience
Quality/accuracy of resources and information
Consistency/predictability of behaviors and practice
Security/privacy of systems and information

Discussion on if this was for staff or patrons—the group thought ranking these separately was
important. There were 5 of the group that identified the same ranking.
Results:
Ease of use/convenience

3

Me/Staff Ranking
3 3 3 4 2

Quality/accuracy of
resources and information

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

4

1.75

1

Consistency/predictability
of behaviors and practice

1

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

2.13

2

Security/privacy of systems
and information

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

1

3.50

4

1

1

Patron Ranking
1 2 1 2

1

1

1.25

1

2

3

3

1

3

1

3

2

2.25

2

3

2

2

4

2

3

2

4

2.75

3

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

3

3.75

4

Ease of use/convenience
Quality/accuracy of
resources and information
Consistency/predictability
of behaviors and practice
Security/privacy of systems
and information

1

2

Avg Rank
2.63
3

6. What do your colleagues throughout the library most complain about in relation to SWAN?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WorkFlows is confusing, how to place holds
How Workflows works
WorkFlows is slow
High demand holds (this report is hated)
Inability to do things in consistent practices
Mandates staff do not agree with
Circulation is a different world—the most retail position in the library, and they get the most
abuse, so the philosophy of “Saying yes to everything” as a way to improve patron experience
was passed on to share with Clarity Task Force as something SWAN should adopt
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•

•
•
•

Consternation around the nature of the consortium and fitting within the rules—the issues arise
for this, such as the replacement cost for magazines in the ILS, or kids getting on the computers
with a library card that was created by another SWAN library with a simple 1235 PIN
Not all new titles available for holds is a huge patron frustration
Enterprise showing only the items available, on shelf
Kids DVDs were going into the wrong AMH bin was based on the boxed sets – inconsistencies of
individual libraries impacts automated processes in others

7. What are your colleagues throughout the library most complain about in relation to SirsiDynix?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The standalone ILS mentality within a shared consortium ILS reality
Technical limitations within the ILS—at libraries encountering a checkout based on a different
Itype, or that a barcode could be accepted that is really invalid.
The most heard was BCA—they cannot learn it and there is an unwillingness to learn it due to its
complexity. The move to Collection HQ was cheered by staff that no longer had to use BCA.
The longer BCA is being used, the harder it gets.
There needs to be a magical report that lists everything and then is narrowed.
BCA in general
“What is BLUEcloud? Is it coming? Is it still happening?”
Self-checks will not allow a checkout of the item if there is a hold on it (this is a setting, but how
many libraries are living with this issue?)
WorkFlows has been a bad interface for a while now.

8. Name up to 3 complaints you hear from patrons related to SWAN services, software, etc.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Some patrons have no idea SWAN exists, some think of SWAN as responsible for a lot of things
at the library, e.g. computer reservations.
Patron confusion around card usage at neighboring libraries
PINs are still a problem—resetting these in Enterprise is getting better. But even with some
patrons they no longer use email but rely on SMS as a means of communication.
Local complaints about holds not being notified—it is constant, low-level problem.
Enterprise presents results in some ways where the holds are placed on the wrong bib. This
seems to be a pre-cat issue. The combo packs is as a bad issue, so it is good this is being worked
on. The policy regarding not breaking up boxed sets is an example of good movement towards
improvement for patrons.
Patron confusion on Enterprise when placing holds on a new item that is restricted and does not
allow a hold be placed on it by a member library.
There was an issue that is either ongoing or was going to be fixed for Acquisition on-order
records and patrons placing holds.
Library staff will get some abuse from patrons for not having ordered/purchased new items,
which ends up being a confusing ILS/Enterprise presentation issue.
Chicago Public Library patrons and how they are managed within SWAN is difficult.
Exact title search in Enterprise

9. Provide a suggestion on how SWAN can improve member communications.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritization of emails
Dividing SWANcom into categories
Email digest could be beneficial
YouTube channel could be expanded
Chat system in the past was really helpful with some SWAN staff
Chat within the libraries is being used, but not widely—more with back of the house with public
desk staff
Microsoft Teams is being explored, but this is only effective for those staff that use it, while
other staff have no interest in using it
Intranets are used, but it may not even include SWAN information

10. Share your ideas on how SWAN advisory, user groups, board and directors can embrace a shared
vision/workplan.
•

This will be a topic of discussion at the next meeting.

11. What things did not pop up that should be pursued further?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We did not talk about e-resources, databases, Flipster, digital audio: what is SWAN’s role within
this environment? The differences between libraries is a source of confusion for patrons.
Acquisitions is still a problem—waiting for reports during business hours has caused extremely
inefficient work for these staff.
Why can’t more than one-report at a time be run within Symphony?
Why are there so many steps in Acquisitions?
Frustration with SirsiDynix as a gigantic company with resources, but they appear to not have
something to deal with the issues facing SWAN libraries.
How will more patron input be gathered for the Clarity Task Force?
Oak Lawn is starting a UX group to study patron use of library services 4 times a year, so this
could be a group that would be willing to work with Clarity Task Force.

Calendar Setting (Date/Time/Place) through June 2020
•
•
•
•
•

Fridays are bad, Mondays are bad for staff the have desk coverage (Angela)
Management team meetings are on Wednesdays
Telepresence would help (Ahren)
2nd Wednesday of the month might be better for the morning (Amy)
Tuesday or Thursday afternoons are bad (Ahren, Cindy)

We need a poll to determine the best day of the month and time slot.
Meeting ended 12:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted by Aaron Skog
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